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To whom it may concern,

This is a plea to keep the eight psychiatric beds open and functional in Morrisville, while opening the 25
beds at the new psychiatric unit in Berlin. Despite our best efforts, Vermont's medical community
continues feeling long term stress related to limited mental health beds since closure of Vermont State
Hospital with Hurricane Irene.

Although our systems are taxed, Vermont's emergency medical community continues stepping forward
in an attempt to meet the demands of the psychiatric community. We continue feeling the strain of
patients awaiting placement in excess of two hundred and fifty hours, in a small room of the emergency
department. Our community emergency departments attempt to care for psychotic individuals while
keeping the pediatric and invalid populations safe when only separated by a curtain. Not only is this
frightening for our medical patients, but inhumane to our psychiatric patients who lack privacy and
areas to shower in our emergency settings.

We also must remember that having psychiatric patients living in emergency departments affects the
care of all the patients who present for emergency care and stabilization. Patients who walk in the door
or arrive by ambulance must first be placed in a bed where they can be seen. Housing a psychiatric
patient in an emergency bed that should house six patients per day means patients back up into the
waiting room and cannot even get into the department for evaluation and treatment. We attempt to
see these patients in hallways, but this is not optimal care. The psychiatric patient has received
emergency treatment and stabilization and needs to be moved to a care area designed to give them the
best care. As you can imagine, the chaotic and unstructured environment of the emergency department
is the worst place for someone in psychiatric crisis.

Fletcher Allen Healthcare values "becoming one" throughout the organization. In an effort to be
proactive, our inpatient psychiatry, emergency medicine and security services banded together hiring
additional mental health care staff, increasing training, education and safety. Also small changes, such as
creating a clothing closet to assist our psychiatric community and enlisting the help of recreational
therapy to create a tool kit centered on the goal of coping during lengthy stays in the emergency
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department, have been instituted. Additionally, the Vermont Emergency Nurses Association stepped up,

in support of this critical need, to host a psychiatric educational conference this year.

Although Vermont's medical facilities are not equipped to handle both the increased number and acuity

of volatile psychiatric patients, they continue to support the community. Medical and mental health

employees suffer assaults form such violent patients yet continue working daily to support the needs of

our challenging population.

As you can see, the medical community has left no stone unturned. Being proactive and planning for

psychiatric trauma is what we do best. Presently, we clearly see that no matter how many employees

are hired, educational programs are offered, or how we band together as a community, it does not

make up for the lack of actual physical space, in which to treat a patient.









Baker, Kristin

From:

	

Smith, Benjamin G.
Sent:

	

Tuesday, November 05, 2013 7:41 AM
To:

	

Baker, Kristin
Subject:

	

RE: Letter of support

Dear Kristin,
I totally support this effort to keep the Morrisville beds open. Sorry I cannot get there to sign the letter in person by
Thursday.
Best,
Ben Smith MD
FAHC Emergency Services
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